
Lift heights to 10 metres 

Designed to bring Flexi articulated space 
saving and handling efficiency to users of all 
popular pallet types.

Stacking performance

True radius 1200mm  wide chassis and 
“Artic” over rotate feature allows safe, fast 
pallet put away, block stacking and drive 
in rack operation.

Low Triplex mast

Lift masts are standard triplex full free lift, 
to suit most operating conditions including 
low doors and pallet rack bridge bays.

Full 3750 lbs (1700 kgs)

lift capacity

Narrow Aisle Ltd

Flex LITE designed to allow safe,fast 
and efficient unloading of semi 
trailers and ISO containers combined 
with very narrow aisle (VNA) pallet 
storage. This dedicated model is light 
enough to work in any vehicle or 
container unloading application and 
then stack up to 236” (6m) in a 72” 
(1.8m) aisle.

LITE



Low rear lift off or roll off for fast 
changeovers. Good access for 
battery topping. No drive motors 
underneath.

Flexi’s famous ‘Clear Vision’ mast is 
available in either triplex or duplex 
format. Integrated side shift fork 
carriage is standard.

Flexi LITE elastic cushion rubber tires 
all round provide excellent grip and 
traction in slippery conditions when 
fully loaded. 

Conveniently 
located behind 

the operator and 
suitable for carrying 

a roll of plastic 
film or any other 

material that needs 
to be close to hand.

AC power to store 
more at less cost

Unique compact rear axle/chassis, allows tight turning with 
nil tire scrub or outer turning radius, maximises load and rack 
clearances when turning load and stacking the pallets in the 
Very Narrow Aisle ( VNA).

Detailed steel plate 
rear panel protects 

traction battery.

Makes operation in VNA aisle 
or block stacking possible with 
positive twin front wheel drive 
engaged at all times.

The comfortable adjustable 
forward-facing seat provides 
excellent clearance for even 
the tallest operators under the 
strong fully tested and approved 
overhead guard.

Narrow Front Axle

Narrow Chassis

Steel Plate Rear Panel

For low bay applications 
where a Flexi G4 

performance is not 
required, Flexi LITE 

provides an extremely 
economical solution.

Tough Elastic Cushion Tires

Tilting “Clear Vision” Mast
Parcel Bay

Forward Facing Seat

Easy Battery Change

HiVIS Overhead Guard

The unique ‘HiVIS’ 
twin post safety guard 
combines maximum 
visibility and complete 
overhead protection 
for the operator.
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